
Celebrating over 46 years of durabilty and performance, LONSEAL® FLOORING offers a unique selection of resilient sheet vinyl in exterior and interior, 
embossed, smooth, sport and wood-grain surfaces. We provide finishes of exceptional beauty and utility which are as economical as they are exhilarating. 
Servicing a range of commercial applications including healthcare, education, fitness, corporate, retail and hospitality, Lonseal Flooring products are specifically 
chosen by architects and designers nationwide.  In addition, we have our LONSEAL® SPECIALTY product line that have been designed to provide solutions 
that meet the demands of market-specific installations in the areas of aviation, marine, and specialty vehicles.  

Lonseal® has the reputation for the highest quality sheet vinyl products.  We are known to focus on essential attributes such as stain and slip-resistance, 
GreenMedic® anti-microbial formula that is exclusive to Lonseal, and having the lowest VOC properties of any vinyl flooring product in the market with our 
GreenAir® formulation.      

LONDECK SIERRA features a unique crevassed texture and comes in six earthy tones. It is part of Lonseal's Londeck series 
of resilient exterior sheet vinyl with slightly embossed surfaces that withstand high volumes of pedestrian traffic and weather-
wear. Because of its versatility, Londeck has been utilized in spaces such as pools, hotel and condo decks, and stairways.

*Please note that #721 Sierra Cliff Face and #723 Mount Tan are available in both 6 foot (1.83 m) wide and a width of 102" (8 
foot with 2-1/2 selvage per edge). All other colors are available in 6 foot (1.83 m) wide rolls only unless custom ordered.

FEATURES (data shown are nominal)
Roll Width:       6 ft. (1.8 m) or 8 ft. (2.4 m)
Roll Length:       60 ft. (18.3 m)
Overall Thickness:    0.080 in. (2.0 mm)
Wear Layer Thickness:  0.031 in. (0.8 mm)
Weight 6 ft.:       0.6 lbs./sq. ft., 210 lbs./roll
Weight 8 ft., 6 in.:     0.6 lbs./sq. ft., 400 lbs./roll

Warranty periods vary by type of installation.

Refer to LONSEAL.COM for the most current technical information.

SUGGESTED APPLICATIONS:
Exterior Decking
Marine
Specialty Vehicles

LONDECK SIERRA ®
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Manufactured at a facility certified to:
JIS Q 9001:2004/JIS Q 9001:2000, the International Quality Assurance Standard
ISO 14001, Environmental Management Systems
Version: 02.16.18
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